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STAYING AHEAD OF THE CURVE

I

TOUGH: Traders selling foodstuff at a market in Lilongwe, Malawi. The cost of living remains high.
BY RICHARD MUNGAI
MALAWI, Sudan and Ethiopia
recorded a drop in inflation
in August, but remained the
countries with the most expensive goods and services in the
Comesa region, the latest harmonised consumer price index
shows.
The data provided by the
Common Market for East and
Southern Africa shows the
three countries recorded an inflation rate of 24.8, 13.8 and
13.7 per cent, respectively in
August, down from 26.6, 17.4
and 14.7 per cent respectively,
in July.
Inflation in Kenya also eased
in August to 5.2 from six per
cent recorded in July.
Other countries that recorded lower inflation in August
include Burundi, Egypt, Madagascar, Rwanda, Swaziland,

Uganda and Zimbabwe with
8.1, 7.3, 7.7, negative 1.7, 4.5,
5.4, and negative 2.7 per cent
each.
Inflation rate stood at 0.7
per cent in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 0.6 per cent
in Mauritius, 6.9 per cent in
Seychelles and 6.5 per cent in
Zambia.
The HCPI-COMESA shows
the year-on-year inflation rate
in the COMESA region stood
at 6.3 per cent in August,
down from 7.3 per cent in July,
while the month-on-month inflation rate in the period stood
at 0.4 per cent down from 0.8
per cent.
“It means that the prices of
goods and services as measured
by HCPI-COMESA increased
by an average of 6.3 per cent in
the COMESA region between
August 2015 and August 2014.
Using a particular or common

currency, an item that cost an
average of 100 cents in August
2014 increased to 106.30 cents
in August 2015,” it states.
The HCPI-Comesa annual
rate measures the price change
between a particular month
and the same month one year
earlier, while the monthly rate
measures the price change between the two latest months.
The index shows the region’s
consumers spent most money
on education, alcohol and tobacco, and recreation and culture.
Other components of expenditure included restaurants
and hotels, food and nonalcoholic beverages, clothing
and footwear, housing, water,
electricity, gas and other fuels,
furnishings, household equipment and routine maintenance,
health, transport and communication.

Cooking gas prices up after 8-month decline
BY RICHARD MUNGAI
COOKING gas prices rose
for the first time in September
after a consistent fall from
January, Kenya National Bureau of Statistics data show.
Average retail prices for the
13-kilogramme cylinder was
Sh2,393.85 in September up
from Sh2,374.92 in August.
The prices were

Sh2,954.36, Sh2846.53,
Sh2,629.56, Sh2,529.56,
Sh2,424.69, Sh2,387.04,
Sh2,376.22, and Sh2,374.92
in January, February, March,
April, May, June and July,
respectively.
“The fact that there is
an increase now does not
necessarily mean that the
trend will continue as such
as indeed one of the key

reasons is that the dollar
has been very strong against
the shilling,” said Wanjiku
Manyara, the Petroleum Institute of East Africa general
manager.
Petroleum products imported into Kenya are paid in
dollars, thus cost more when
the shilling is weak, according to the Energy Regulatory
Commission.

was drinking a fresh coconut at
Diamond Plaza last Sunday and
Abdi from Limuru introduced
himself [he too was partaking
of the same refreshment] and
he said:
‘’Aly-Khan whats going on here?
Write about that.’’
And he’s right. Its been so fluid
and fast moving of late. The shilling
got to within a whisker of a record
low from 2011 of Sh107.
A research house spoke of a risk
to a slide to Sh120. The Kenyan
shilling closed Friday just below
Sh103. In fact, I expect the shilling
to strengthen to below Sh100
before year-end. My thinking is
that the central banker who has
a lyrical turn of phrase as per his
twitter feed and I quote from
September 26”
‘’Post one hour run. Jacarandas
in bloom, resplendent bougainvillea and fresh hibiscus, a hint of
jasmine in the breeze. Life is good!’’
Central Bank of Kenya Governor
Patrick Njoroge has established his
inflation-busting credentials admittedly at a time when there is very
little inflation. I am certain that
Njoroge will prove a very credible
central banker and this growing
realisation will support the shilling.
Its worth noting that the Kenya
shilling has outperformed nearly
every one of its sub Sahara Africa
peers.
The Zambian Kwacha fell 17 per
cent in a single day earlier this
month. There has been pressure
in the neighbourhood with the
Ugandan and Tanzanian shillings
slumping to record lows as has
the South Sudanese pound. The
Kenya shilling has strengthened
on a trade-weighted basis, in fact.
Of course, T-Bill rates crossed the
20 per cent mark last week and
this extreme high interest rate
structures seeking to turn the tide
in favour of the shilling.
One of the mantras of the financial markets is that of being ahead
of the curve. George Soros wrote a
book called ‘’Staying ahead of the
Curve’’. By quickly establishing his
credentials the central banker is
seeking to prove he is ahead of the
curve [which is inverted at the moment - an inverted yield curve is

where short-term rates are higher
than long term rates] and that the
markets will recognise this and
allow him to steer interest rates
lower in due course.
The real economy [GDP]
popped 5.5 per cent higher in
Q2 2015 but all the anecdotal
evidence is signalling a very
sharp slow-down in H2. I am being informed that inward bound
imports through the Port of
Mombasa was down 15 per cent
in Q3 2015 when compared to Q3
2014. Oliver Mathenge signalled a
very sharp slide in tax collections,
in his article last week.
In fact I think a five per cent full
year GDP print will prove a longshot now. The real economy will
be starved of oxygen if this rate
posture is maintained.
News that the lights were
switched off in Parliament and
that GOK outward bound payments have stalled in some areas
swirled last week. Its not clear
yet whether this was a technical
and technocratic malfunction or a
signal of financial stress or even a
subtle attempt to bring urgency to
the debate around the recurrent
expenditure ahead of a serious attempt to take a knife to it.
How you interpret the above
will inform your view of the
shilling. It is worth noting that
the international markets now
see a likelihood of a US rate hike
this year as very low. This line of
thinking was the catalyst for a
relief rally last week in riskier [EM
and Frontier] assets.
The stock market has been
bashed of late. The NSE20 closed
at a fresh 2015 low of 4,017.34
and is perilously close to tumbling through 4,000.00. The stock
market self-evidently is finding it
difficult to compete with ‘risk-free’
GoK returns of above 20 per cent.
If I was sitting at a trading desk,
I would be looking to buy one year
GoK Treasury Bills at 20+ per cent.
I would look to borrow dollars
against that T-Bill Position. This is
called the ‘’carry-trade’’ the world
over. My funding currency is the
dollar.
To lose money the shilling needs
to trade above Sh120.

Readers are advised that this column represents Satchu’s personal opinion.

